In the year 2050, the Earth’s resources have long been depleted and life has been driven
to extinction*. In an attempt to save the Earth, a team of explorers decides to dive into an
illegal fishing vessel submerged by rising sea levels to hunt for remaining resources,
only to discover that abject terror is awaiting them from beneath…

Lok Fu Place – The Ghost Ship
This Halloween, Lok Fu Place presents “The Ghost Ship”, Hong Kong’s one and only free
festive event, which features the theme of environmental conservation. Lok Fu Place joins
forces for the first time with “The Nature Conservancy” to raise awareness of environmental
conservation, and to offer related information on site.
You are invited to join the search squad to raid the shipwreck vessel and fight against the odds
in search of valuable resources!
Dates: 15 September to 31 October 2017
(every Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Public Holiday and the day of Halloween)
Opening Hours:
Tactical Squad Session (suitable for all ages) – 1pm to 4pm,
(every Saturday, Sunday, Public Holiday and the day of Halloween)
Search Squad Session (suitable for brave ones) - 4:30pm to 9pm,
(every Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Public Holiday and the day of Halloween)

*Information provided by TNC
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In the near future, humans have to bear the bitter fruit of their unscrupulous exploitation of
natural resources. Visit the Food Court at Zone A, Lok Fu Place, where you will enlist in the
search squad and dive into a shipwrecked vessel to collect valuable resources hidden in
different compartments. Be warned, though, as each and every decision you make will
determine your survival.

The hall of no return
Diving slowly into the flooded compartment,
the squad members begin their perilous
journey.

The chamber of massacre
In this haunting scene, remains of illegal
fishing are scattered on the floor, while the
blood-stained plastic bags hung overhead
sway with hints of the gruesome content
inside – are they remains of fish or
humans?
And listen, the shrieking sound of a knife
scrape echoes around the dark corner…
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The drawbridge of despair
Hanging on the brink of collapse, the
broken drawbridge cracks with every stride.
Down the sewage float a few creepy skullresembling shapes, while an unknown
creature
stares
voraciously,
waiting
underneath for its prey.

The nets of doom
The path ahead is a maze of fishing nets,
on which myriad stinking remains of marine
life and humans dangle by. Watch your step
and avoid being entangled, or the evil
spirits won’t be forgiving.

The jungle of crude
It takes more than a bit of cautiousness to
tread the jungle ground which sticks to your
feet. And wait – who’s there on the dead
fish piles?

The bunker of miasma
The catch placed inside the trafficking
containers has long decayed, leaving pools
of blood everywhere. And soon you’ll learn
there’s more than that in the revolting
atmosphere…

The swarm of algae
Filled with algae and long grasses, the
swarm may display a disarming charm. But
take heed – terror might well be going after
your Achilles heel, literally.
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The flight for life
You’ve fallen into the stomach of a huge
monstrous fish – can you escape before it’s
too late?

Join the armed tactical squad in the afternoon session
We have added an afternoon session that takes place from 1pm to 4pm every Saturday,
Sunday and Public Holidays. So come along with friends and family to annihilate the threats of
the environment with laser guns in a blitzkrieg.
Explore the Ghost Ship and learn about environmental conservation
Dates: 16 September to 31 October 2017
(every Saturday, Sunday, Public Holiday and the day of Halloween)
Opening Hours: 1pm to 9pm
Location: Food Court, Zone A, Lok Fu Place
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“First Class” Fast Pass
Spend a designated amount at Lok Fu Place to redeem “First Class” e-Fast Pass through Park
and Dine App and enjoy the following privileges:
1) Access the fast track for “The Ghost Ship”;
2) Receive a prize upon winning a carnival game; Details are as follows:
Redemption Dates: 13 September 2017 (Wednesday) to 31 October 2017 (Tuesday)
Redemption Hours: 12pm to 8pm
Redemption Location: Fast Pass Redemption Area, Food Court, Zone A, Lok Fu Place
How to Redeem: Customers with a designated spending at Link Lok Fu Place can present the
corresponding original receipts (issued by different merchants in the mall within one week) to
the staff at the Fast Pass Redemption Area to redeem e-Fast Passes through Park and Dine
App according to the following table:

Maximum quantity of

Quantity of Fast Passes

receipts

Redeemable

HK$300 or above

2

2

HK$500 or above

3

4

Spending Amount

Terms and conditions apply to the campaign. Details are subject to change without prior notice.
For more details, please visit Linkhk.com.
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